
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a relationship director. Please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we
will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but
have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for relationship director

Accountable for understanding the business needs, priorities and challenges
of Finance to establish the strategy for delivering system and service
capabilities for Finance department
Responsible for business growth within current enterprise level customer
base client retention and satisfaction
Lead and present complex enterprise solutions to top executives
Understand and effectively communicate YBN’s value proposition,
technology, processes, and partnerships as it relates to growth of current
accounts
Develop and maintain strong active relationships with key client stakeholders
at both senior and mid-management levels
Revenue, financial management, operational efficiencies, value realization
and/or creation
Accountable for the overall user experience and financial success of our
Relationship Extension products inclusive of products supporting our clients’
after they close on a mortgage loan vendors whom extend the client
experience during the mortgage process
Owns delivery of product strategy and drives vision sufficient to building and
maintaining alignment between products and services within the Relationship
Extension vertical
Creates and shares visual product roadmaps which drive organizational
consensus and support
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Qualifications for relationship director

Proven capabilities in designing, implementing and steering a long range
strategic growth plan across a portfolio of Tier 1 customers
Seven years of demonstrated successful consulting services or solution sales
experience in high-end major national/global accounts
Demonstrated success in managing complex cross group programs
Demonstrated ability to manage risk assessment and advise management
Demonstrated ability to create and execute on customer success strategies
Demonstrated ability to collaborate with others on projects and work across
organizational boundaries to drive program results


